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ABSTRACT 
 
Continuous wave Near Infrared Spectroscopy is a well known non invasive technique for measuring changes in tissue 
oxygenation. Absorption changes (∆O2Hb and ∆HHb) are calculated from the light attenuations using the modified 
Lambert Beer equation. Generally, the concentration changes are calculated relative to the concentration at a starting 
point in time (delta time method). It is also possible, under certain assumptions, to calculate the concentrations by 
subtracting the equations at different wavelengths (delta wavelength method). We derived a new algorithm and will 
show the possibilities and limitations. In the delta wavelength method, the assumption is that the oxygen independent 
attenuation term will be eliminated from the formula even if its value changes in time, we verified the results with the 
classical delta time method using extinction coefficients from different literature sources for the wavelengths 767nm, 
850nm and 905nm. The different methods of calculating concentration changes were applied to the data collected from 
animal experiments. The animals (lambs) were in a stable normoxic condition; stepwise they were made hypoxic and 
thereafter they returned to normoxic condition. The two algorithms were also applied for measuring two dimensional 
blood oxygen saturation changes in human skin tissue. The different oxygen saturation levels were induced by 
alterations in the respiration and by temporary arm clamping. The new delta wavelength method yielded in a steady 
state measurement the same changes in oxy and deoxy hemoglobin as the classical delta time method. The advantage of 
the new method is the independence of eventual variation of the oxygen independent attenuations in time.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
For more then 30 years, near infrared (NIR) light is being used to study blood and tissue oxygenation changes in brain 
and muscles3. Many studies have been published about the improvements of the method, physiological modeling in 
animal studies and clinical intervention studies. Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) is based on the relative transparency 
of biological tissue for light in the wavelength range from 700 to 1000 nm (near infrared region), and on the limited 
number of intrinsic oxygen dependent chromophores. In brain tissue are three chromophores with different absorption 
spectra in the near infrared region: oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb) and deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) and cytochrome.aa3 (Cyt.aa3) 
with different absorption spectra in the oxidized and reduced state. The concentration of Cyt.aa3 is about 10 times lower 
than of hemoglobin and it is, therefore difficult to detect. Additionally, there is a discussion in the literature about the 
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reliability of the Cyt.aa3 estimate and about the observations that the reduced state only will occur under extreme 
hypoxic conditions. In this article we assume that Cyt.aa3 is either considered oxygen independent or can be neglected.  
 
Within one measurement, the light path may change because of effects related to the experiment. Light attenuation 
changes will be measured as changes in the optical density and will be interpreted as a concentration change of O2Hb 
and HHb. Movement artifacts will result in a change in fiber-skin coupling which also yields an apparent change in 
optical density. These effects will be present in all registered wavelengths during the measurement and will be of great 
influence on the calculated concentrations. 
 
In literature different extinction coefficients have been studied for different NIRS systems using the classical theory5. 
We are interested in finding out what the effects are on the results obtained with our equipment using different 
algorithms.  
The aim of this study is:  

1. To compare the influence of different extinction coefficient matrices on concentration changes induced by 
physiological changes.  

2. To investigate new algorithms for calculating hemoglobin concentration changes.  
3. The possibility to calculate the absolute oxygenation under certain assumptions.  

 
We want to address these issues by applying them to two types of experiments: 1) in animals (lambs) experiments where 
the brain oxygenation was studied during different levels of hypoxemia. This was done in the transmission mode. 2) 
Using multi spectral imaging, the oxygenation of the skin was determined looking at reflected light from the hand of a 
volunteer during temporary arm clamping.  
 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Cerebral oxygenation animal experiment 
The animal study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Nijmegen 
before implementation. The preparation of the animals and instrumentation has been reported before by van Oss et. al.6. 
In short ten near-term lambs 131 to 141 days of gestation (term: 147 days) were delivered by hysterotocotomy. Ewes of 
the Dutch Texel breed were kept under general anesthesia with 3% isoflurane until a polyvinyl catheter was inserted 
into the ewe’s jugular vein. The anesthesia was continued with infusion of 600 mg/hr ketamine hydrochloride and 15 
mg/hr midazolam.  
 
The head and right fore limb of the fetus were delivered and an occluder was placed around the umbilical cord (not 
closed). A polyvinyl catheter (OD 2.1 mm) was placed in the right brachial vein for administration of ketamine 
hydrochloride (10 mg/kg⋅hr), glucose 5% (2 ml/kg⋅hr) and antibiotics (amoxicilline and gentamicine). Furthermore, the 
right brachial artery was cannulated (polyvinyl catheter OD 2.1 mm, with its catheter tip in the arcus aortae) for 
measurement of the mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) and arterial blood gas sampling. Several physiologic 
parameters were measured and stored; the lamb and ewe were standard monitored during the experiment.  
After instrumentation, the lamb was orally intubated and ventilation was started using a continuous flow, pressure 
controlled, ventilator (Babylog 1 HF, Dräger, Lübeck, Germany). When the lamb was in an optimal ventilatory (PaO2: 
10-14 kPa, PaCO2: 4.5-6.0 kPa, pH: 7.3-7.4) and circulatory (MABP: 50-65 mm Hg) condition, the umbilical cord was 
clamped to mimic an extra uterine condition. Surfactant (Survanta®, Ross Laboratories, Columbus, OH, USA) was 
administered if necessary to achieve an adequate ventilation and oxygenation with an FiO2 of 0.30. After a stabilization 
period of 3 hours, baseline measurements were obtained. The hypoxemia was induced by means of a stepwise reduction 
of the FiO2 by mixing the inspired air with increasing amounts of nitrogen. Each hypoxemia level was maintained for 
about 15 minutes.  
 
The NIRS equipment (OYMON) was developed and produced at the Instrumentation Department of the Radboud 
University Nijmegen Medical Center, (Nijmegen, The Netherlands)7. The equipment contains laser diodes operating in 
pulsed mode (pulse length 100ns) at 3 wavelengths (767, 850 and 905 nm) and a receiver equipped with an avalanche 
photodiode. Pulse repetition rate was 1 kHz for each wavelength. The signal was processed and averaged over 100 
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pulses resulting in an effective 10 Hz sampling rate.The light was transmitted to the skull at the parietal region by a 3 
branch fiber optic bundle. The receiving fiber bundle was placed at the temporal region of the skull. After absorption by 
the chromophores in the brain, the transmitted light was guided through the receiving bundle and the intensity of the 
transmitted light was detected by the photodiode8,9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2. Multi spectral skin oxygenation imaging  
The multi spectral imaging equipment has been described earlier10-13, we describe the technique shortly. A compact 
temperature compensated (B/W) 12 bit CCD camera (PCO PixelFly QE) is used in combination with a Liquid Crystal 
Tunable Filter (LCTF) (CRI, Cambridge Research &. Instrumentation, Inc.) . The LCTF is positioned between the lens 
and the CCD camera. This hyper spectral imaging device can make an image at any wavelength between 400 and 720 
nm. A high power white light source has been used to illuminate the skin. In front of the light source a linear 
polarization filter is placed, the polarization filter in front of the camera is at 90˚ to the illumination polarization, so the 
camera sees only the light that has been scattered in the skin and the direct surface reflected light is discarded. The 
acquisition software corrects for the spectrum of the illuminating light source by adapting the integration time for each 
wavelength. The registration can be done at relative large distance (2-4 meter). 

 

CCD camera Lens
Liquid Crystal
Tunable Filter

Light source

Polarization Filter

object

 
Figure 2: The experimental setup of the multi spectral imaging of the skin of a hand. 

 

Light sources

Receiver

OXYMON

 
Figure 1: Experimental setup NIRS registration on 
head of lamb. 
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2.3 Blood extinction coefficients 
Blood absorption spectra have been measured by several research groups1,14 which resulted in different extinction 
matrices used in classical NIRS theory. Several studies have been performed to study the influence of the different 
extinction coefficients on the classical calculation of the hemoglobin concentrations 5,15. We want to use these extinction 
coefficients to compare the concentration calculations for the classical NIRS theory and the delta wavelength theory.  
The molar extinction coefficients are mostly measured in cell free solutions (non scattering solutions), the coefficients 
are given for the molecular weight of hemoglobin (64450). The effect of scattering by blood cells is not taken into 
account we assume that this will be constant in time. The changes in absorption and scattering caused by physiological 
changes in carbon dioxide concentrations, pH levels or other causes that can change the structure of hemoglobin are not 
taken into account. In literature it becomes evident that the published extinction coefficients of oxy-hemoglobin and 
deoxy-hemoglobin can vary up to 20% 5,16. In Table 1 the molar extinction coefficients from different sources for the 
wavelengths used in our NIRS system are given, sometimes the inverse coefficients are published  
 
Because the effect of Cyt.aa3 was decided to be neglected we reduced the 3x3 matrix to a 2x2 matrix, choosing the 
wavelengths 767nm and 905 nm and we calculated the accompanying inverse matrices. We apply these coefficients for 
calculating O2Hb and HHb concentrations using the classical NIRS theory and the delta wavelength theory.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: The used molar extinction coefficient matrices with the corresponding inverse matrices. The bold matrixes 
were published in literature1,2,4. 
 
 
 
 

2.4 Skin oxygenation 
The variations in the skin reflection measurements are due to absorption. The absorption is not in the transmission mode 
but the light leaves the tissue at the same site it entered (i.e. back scattering mode). The information in this backscattered 
light depends on the penetration depth of the light in the tissue.  

ε          -1ε  
  

O2Hb HHb Cyt.aa3  Wray1  [mM-1cm-1] 767 nm 845 nm 904 nm  
 
767 nm 0.686 1.152 1.75     O2Hb   1.3367   0.0656  -1.0775 
845 nm 1.071 0.779 2.833    HHb  -0.0485  -0.9230   1.5295 
904 nm 1.248 0.890 1.272    Cyt.aa3  -0.4921    0.5819  -0.0130 
 
 

O2Hb HHb Cyt.aa3  Mod. Keele2   [mM-1cm-1]  775 nm 845 nm 904 nm  
 
775 nm 0.745 1.149 1.751    O2Hb  -1.157  0.081  1.776 
845 nm 0.982 0.714 2.597    HHb   1.642 -1.02 -0.221 
904 nm 1.004 0.716 1.022    Cyt.aa3  -0.014  0.635 -0.611 

tHb   0.485 -0.939  1.555 
 
 

O2Hb HHb  Cyt.aa3  Cope4  [mM-1cm-1]  767 nm 845 nm 904 nm  
 
767 nm 0.6535 1.5259 1.9498    O2Hb   1.7522  -0.8591  -0.5861  
845 nm 1.1339 0.7833 2.2972    HHb       0.6286   -1.2939   0.9511  
905 nm 1.3452 0.8944 1.7784    Cyt.aa3     -1.0792   1.3005  -0.0350  
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Table 2: The molar extinction coefficients of the 
wavelength we used in the skin oxygenation 
experiments the values from Pralh 
(prahl@ece.ogi.edu), 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. THEORY 

3.1. Classical NIRS theory  
The attenuation of light is caused by absorption and scattering. The absorption mechanism can be separated in two parts: 
one due to chromophores with a constant tissue concentration and one due to chromophores with a variable 
concentration. In cerebral tissue, the main varying components are the concentrations of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin 
(O2Hb and HHb) hemoglobin. These concentrations depend on the oxygen saturation and the cerebral blood volume 
(CBV). The Lambert Beer law describes the attenuation of light by absorption in a non-scattering homogeneous 
isotropic media: 
 

0 10 n n nc dI I ε− Σ=         [3-1] 
 
The absorbance A in optical densities (OD) is defined as – 10log(Transmission) = -10log(I/I0) 

10

0

log( ) n n n
IA c d
I

ε= − = Σ       [3-2] 

Scattering increases the light path through the tissue which increases the probability that light will be absorbed and 
cause that light changes direction and will never reach the detector. Correcting for these effects lead to the modified 
Lambert-Beer law17  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A c DPF d Gλ λ λ λε= +       [3-3] 
 

(λ)

-1 -1
( )  

A  Measured absorbence (Optical Densities) [ - ]

Molair Extinction coefficients              [mM  cm ] 

   Concentration of molucules [mM]

G  Oxygen independent losses.   [ - ]
 Source detector 

c

d

λε

distance  (optode distance)   [cm]
DPF Differential Path length Factor (DPF)          [ - ]

 

 
where DPF is the differential pathlength factor which is the increase of the source detector distance and the optical path 
in the tissue. G is the oxygen independent loss caused by geometry, scattering and other boundary losses and is 
unknown. This formula was written in matrix form and can be written out as  
 

nm         Absorption [cm-1 mM-1]  
   O2Hb     HHb   
440  102.58  413.28   
470  332.092  16.1564   
560  326.132  53.788   
 
530  39.9568  39.0364   isobestic point 
560  32.6132  53.788 
620  0.942  6.5096 
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 [3-4] 

 
The assumptions in the classical theory are that the G factor can be wavelength dependent, but is constant in time during 
the period of the measurement. Calculating the difference (delta) relative to a stable starting moment the absolute 
concentration change can be calculated using a known DPF value for the interrogated tissue. This lead to  
  

1
Ac

d DPF
ε
−

• ∆
∆ =

•        [3-5]
 

 

3.2. Delta wavelength method 
In this chapter we describe a method of calculating the concentrations of oxygen dependent chromophores using the 
modified Lambert Beer law with different assumptions. We start with the modified Lambert Beer equation [3-7] and 
assume that there are only oxygen dependent absorbers: O2Hb and HHb with the following assumptions: 
- Optical pathlength is wavelength independent and known: D=DPF*d  
- The geometry factor G is wavelength independent 
- The geometry factor can change during the experiment. 
 
The DPF measured in scattering media (tissue) dependents strongly on the scattering coefficient and to a lesser degree 
on the absorption coefficient. The DPF factor is approximately a constant18 for a given tissue if the optode distance is 
larger than 25 mm. In literature it is mentioned19 that DPF is wavelength dependent but the variation is small within the 
wavelength range we are working.  
The geometry factor is also build up out of an oxygen independent absorption part and a scattering part. The absolute 
value of the geometry factor is unknown. We assume in analogy with the DPF that the geometry factor is negligible 
wavelength dependent. 
 

2

2

2

2

1 11

2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

O Hb HHb
O Hb

O Hb HHb
HHb

O Hb HHb

A G
c

A DPF d G
c

GA

ε λ ε λλ
λ ε λ ε λ
λ ε λ ε λ

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= • • • +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

   [3-6] 

 
Writing this out and simplifying the notation we can solve the problem by subtracting the rows: 
 

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 3 1 3 1 3

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
O O O H H H

O O O H H H

A A c D c D

A A c D c D

ε ε ε ε

ε ε ε ε

− = − • • + − • •

− = − • • + − • •
    [3-7] 

 
The geometry factor is now eliminated while we still have absolute concentrations. Rewriting equation [3-7] gives the 
following equations for the concentrations of O2Hb en HHb: 
 

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3
0

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
[( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]

H H H H

H H O O H H O O

A A A A
c

D
ε ε ε ε
ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε

− • − − − • −
=

• − • − − − • −
   [3-8] 

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]

O O O O
H

O O H H O O H H

A A A A
c

D
ε ε ε ε
ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε

− • − − − • −
=

• − • − − − • −
   [3-9] 
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3.3. Multi spectral skin reflection  
The multi spectral imaging data are images of the skin surface radiance; each pixel contains the spectral information 
(full spectrum or selected wavelengths). These images can be converted to the reflectance spectrum by correcting them 
for spatially non uniform light distribution:  
 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )ref

S DR
S D

λ λλ
λ λ
−

=
−

        [3-10] 

 
S(λ)  measured light CCD camera 
D(λ) Dark current signal 
Sref(λ) Reference of 100% reflectance of a white standard 
 
The reflectance spectra contain information about the tissue scattering and absorption and therefore about the tissue 
composition. When light interacts with the skin part is reflected, part is absorbed and/or part is scattered in the skin. 
Some of the scattered photons leave the skin at usually a different angle than they entered. The light that has interacted 
with the blood vessels (papillary plexus) before leaving the tissue can be detected by a camera. 
The spectral distribution of this light will contain information on the tissue oxygenation related to the concentration 
O2Hb, HHb and total hemoglobin. 
The reflectance R can be interpreted as the transmission T (see [3-2]), 
 

10 10log( ) log( )A T R= − = −        [3-11] 
 
Applying this to the formula for the classical and delta wavelength concentration formula 3-5, 3-8 and 3-9 we can 
calculate for each pixel of the camera and reconstruct a 2-dimensional oxygenation image of the skin. 
 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Results of transmission NIRS 
The results of the concentration calculation using both the classical and the delta wavelength method will be described 
using the concentration changes in the brain of the lamb. The results of the various analyses of the lamb experiments 
(n=10) were overall comparable and we will discuss our results on one typical example. More detailed quantitative 
results will be published elsewhere. In the calculations we took 4.55 as path-length factor20. We used the arterial blood 
oxygen saturation (SaO2) as a measure for the effect of the induced hypoxia (Fig. 3).  
 

 
Figure 3: The stepwise induced hypoxia over a period of 3.3 hours. 
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Figure 4: The concentration changes calculated with the modified Keele matrix (left) and the reduced (2x2) modified 
Keele matrix (right).  
 
Classical NIRS concentration calculation with the modified Keele matrix and the reduced (2x2) modified Keele matrix 
yielded identical concentration changes (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 5: Results from delta wavelength method; left: the absolute concentrations are shown and right: the concentration 
change relative to the start of the registration. 
 
Delta wavelength method using the modified Keele extinction coefficients, absolute and relative to start experiment 
(delta time) show an increased noise. The absolute concentrations are in this example negative, and the relative 
concentrations show large jumps (Fig. 5).  
 

 
Figure 6: The concentration changes calculated with the classical algorithms using the Wray and Cope extinction 
matrices. 
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The concentration changes calculated with the classical NIRS method using the Wray and the Cope extinction 
coefficients (Fig. 6) have the same shape as the classical Keele calculations (Fig. 4), but the Cope matrix gives a smaller 
concentration change than the other two matrices. 
  

 
Figure 7: The absolute concentrations using the delta wavelength method for the Wray and the Cope matrix. 
 
The concentration calculations using the delta wavelength method for the Cope and the Wray matrix give positive and 
negative values (Fig. 7).  
  

 
Figure 8: The concentration change relative to the start of the measurement calculated with the delta wavelength method 
using the Wray and Cope matrix. 
 
The concentration changes relative to the start of the measurement using the delta wavelength method for the Cope and 
Wray matrix (Fig. 8) give results comparable with the classical method. The calculations with the Wray matrix give 
results in absolute value that are equal to the classical Keele matrix. The Cope matrix gives smaller concentration 
changes. The tHb concentration change is different from that calculated with the classical calculation; tHb is constant 
over time and is not decreasing like in the classical theory. 
 

4.2. Results Multi Spectral Skin Oxygenation  
Our initially measurements with our multi spectral imaging system for testing the oxygenation algorithms were 
performed on a human hand. The blood flow to the hand was temporarily stopped by occluding the upperarm. An image 
is made at the different oxygenation stages: normoxic, hypoxic and the reperfusion state (Figure 9). The calculations of 
the changes in O2Hb and HHb were done with the classical method using the wavelength 560 and 620nm. On each pixel 
of the hand or on a region of interest (ROI) the oxygenation changes in time can be calculated (Figure 10).  
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Figure: 10 Oxygenation change in one region of interest in the middle of the hand. Arrows 
give the beginning and end of arm clamping. 

 

 De-oxy Oxy 

Normoxic  
t = 0 s 

 a   b 

Hypoxic  
t = 50 s 

 c    d 

Reperfusion 
 t = 60 s 

 e   f 

Figure 9: Hand in normoxic (a,b) , hypoxic (c,d) and in reperfusion period (e,f). O2Hb and HHb calculated with 
classical model.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
The changes in concentration calculated with the three different matrices for molar extinction coefficients (modified 
Keele, Cope and Wray) give in the classical Lambert Beer method identical changes (Figure 4 and 6). They correspond 
to the applied hypoxia stages (see SaO2 changes in Figure 3). The largest difference for the magnitude of the 
concentration changes is for the Cope calculations smaller than for the modified Keele or Wray matrix.  
 
We showed that the simplification of the matrices, by leaving the Cytochrome.aa3 out, resulting in a 2x2 matrix, gave 
identical results. Figure 4 shows identical changes in concentrations for the 3x3 and 2x2 modified Keel matrix.  
The delta wavelength method implied, keeping the assumptions in mind, an absolute measurement of the 
concentrations. The calculated concentrations were sometimes positive sometimes negative (Figures 5 and 7). This is 
not realistic and our conclusion is that the assumption that the geometry factor is wavelength independent is incorrect. 
For this reason the method cannot be used to calculate absolute concentrations but we can calculate the concentration 
changes relative to the start of the measurement. This will give corresponding results as the classical method with the 
advantage that with this new method, the changes in the geometry factor during our experiment will not influence the 
estimation of the concentration changes of O2Hb and HHb. The geometry factor can change during long lasting 
measurements. This can be caused by movement artifacts or by slow changes in physiological condition (vessel 
dilatation, edema). These can influence the scattering and the total measured absorption. In the classical theory, the total 
of these changes will be interpreted as changes in the oxygen dependent chromophores. In the delta wavelength method, 
relative to the start of a measurement, the changes in oxygen dependent concentration changes will be corrected for 
these geometry factor changes. This will only be correct if the geometry factor changes are wavelength independent. In 
a first order approximation, we assumed that the changes in geometry factor are small and within our small spectrum 
range, will be wavelength independent. 
 
The changes in O2Hb and HHb calculated with the delta wavelength method relative to a stable starting point using the 
three extinction matrices, show large differences ( Figures 5 (right) and 8). The modified Keele matrix produces large 
noise and strange jumps in the calculated concentration changes. The Cope and Wray matrices give results in 
accordance with the classical method. Differences in the magnitude of the changes with the Cope matrix are smaller 
than for the other two matrices. The tHb for the delta wavelength method is more constant over time compared to the 
observed gradual decrease in the classical method. We expect that the animal after several hours of induced hypoxia and 
recovery has adapted to the situation by increasing the total blood volume. This would imply that the delta wavelength 
method is more realistic than the classical method in this situation. 
 
The initial results with the multi spectral imaging showed a large change in the calculated oxy and deoxy images in the 
different stages of the tissue oxygenation. This imaging method has promising potentials to visualize very subtle 
variations in oxygenation in regions of interest on the skin and can be applied to diagnose physiological or pathological 
changes in the skin in real time. In our hospital, the anesthesiologists have shown interest for variation applications.  
 
We have confidence that the new algorithms presented give new possibilities for future use in near infrared 
spectroscopy for tissue oxygenation in combination with multi spectral imaging for various applications: e.g. skin 
oxygenation changes, determining anesthesia depth levels, tumor developments, vessel detection, and studying skin 
bruises. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The absolute value of the light attenuation caused by oxygenation dependent chromophore concentrations is difficult to 
determine because the geometry (G) factor is unknown and appeared to be wavelength dependent. Also in the classical 
calculations the G factor may have influence on the calculation of the concentration changes, in case the scattering 
properties of the tissue are influenced by the induced physiological changes.  
The calculation of the absolute concentration changes using the delta wavelength method using the Wray extinction 
coefficients gives comparable results with the classical method using the modified Keele algorithm.   
The initial results with the multi spectral skin imaging show good results for detecting dynamic changes in oxygen 
concentration. Expanding our equipment to the near infrared region, better results are expected. 
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